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Abstract
The construct and concurrent validity of the Thera-Band Perceived Exertion Scale for Resistance Exercise with elastic bands
(EB) was examined. Twenty subjects performed two separate
sets of 15 repetitions of both frontal and lateral raise exercise
over two sessions. The criterion variables were myoelectric
activity and heart rate. One set was performed with an elastic
band grip width that permitted 15 maximum repetitions in the
selected exercise, and another set was performed with a grip
width 50% more than the 15RM grip. Following the final repetition of each set, active muscle (AM) and overall body (O) ratings of perceived exertion (RPE) were collected from the TheraBand® resistance exercise scale and the OMNI-Resistance
Exercise Scale of perceived exertion with Thera-Band® resistance bands (OMNI-RES EB). Construct validity was established by correlating the RPE from the OMNI-RES EB with the
Thera-Band RPE scale using regression analysis. The results
showed significant differences (p ≤ 0.05) in myoelectric activity,
heart rate, and RPE scores between the low- and high-intensity
sets. The intraclass correlation coefficient for active muscles and
overall RPE scale scores was 0.67 and 0.58, respectively. There
was a positive linear relationship between the RPE from the
OMNI-RES EB and the Thera-Band scale. Validity coefficients
for the RPE AM were r2 = 0.87 and ranged from r2 = 0.76 to
0.85 for the RPE O. Therefore, the Thera-Band Perceived Exertion Scale for Resistance Exercise can be used for monitoring
elastic band exercise intensity. This would allow the training
dosage to be better controlled within and between sessions.
Moreover, the construct and concurrent validity indicates that
the OMNI-RES EB measures similar properties of exertion as
the Thera-Band RPE scale during elastic resistance exercise.
Key words: RPE, myoelectric activity, heart rate, resistance
exercise.

Introduction
The control of exercise intensity is a key factor in ensuring the safety and efficacy of physical activity in any
context, including athletic, recreational, and therapeutic
settings (Robertson, 2004). Simple tools as well as scales
of perceived exertion have been created to ensure control
of the intensity for a wide-range of exercises performed
by a variety of populations (Robertson et al., 2003; 2004;
2005a; 2005b). These scales are fundamental in that there
is a functional link between the three kinds of responses

that can occur during physical exercise (physiological,
perceptual, and performance). Therefore, these responses
can be utilized in a combined fashion using perceived
exertion scales to monitor exercise intensity (Lagally et
al., 2002).
To make it easier to monitor intensity during the
prescription and performance of physical exercise, scales
have been created for use during aerobic and strength
training in a wide range of situations (Robertson et al.,
2003, 2004; 2005b). These scales positively relate the
rating of perceived exertion (RPE) with certain physiological variables such as blood lactic acid concentration,
muscular activity, and heart rate (Lagally et al., 2002;
Lepley and Hatzel, 2010; Miller et al., 2009; Rozenek et
al. 1993). Such tools have been implemented and validated to control intensity while performing exercises,
independently of age (Robertson et al., 2005b). This
means that these RPE scales would be useful for healthfitness and clinical practitioners (Robertson, 2004).
Very few studies have used the OMNI perceived
exertion scale for resistance exercise (OMNI-RES)
(Robertson et al., 2003; 2005b) while carrying out physical conditioning programs with different kinds of materials for strength training (i.e., weight machines; elastic
bands and tubing; aquatic devices that increase drag
force) (Colado et al., 2009; 2010; 2012a; Colado and
Triplett, 2008). However, there is doubt as to whether this
kind of scale should be used with materials other than
those for which they were validated (i.e., Olympic curl
bars and plate-loaded machines) (Robertson et al., 2003).
There has only been one study to date that has carried out concurrent validation of the OMNI-RES for other
kinds of materials that are not based on weight for
strength training, as is the case with elastic bands (Colado
et al., 2012b). Myoelectric activity and heart rate were
used as criterion variables, showing that the OMNI-RES
can be used for monitoring the intensity of exercise when
elastic bands are used. In similar fashion to the OMNIRES scale validated for weight devices by Robertson et
al. (2003), the OMNI-RES exercise scale of perceived
exertion with elastic bands (OMINI-RES EB) (see figure
1a) has both verbal and mode-specific pictorial descriptors distributed over a comparatively wide response range.
However, some researchers believe that it is necessary to
assess the perception of effort in different conditions and
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in different populations to further its usability (Tiggemann et al., 2010). Furthermore, Colado (2004) advised
that certain populations can find this kind of scale difficult to use as there are many levels of verbal information
and mode-specific pictorial descriptors which are based
on linear physiological responses, meaning that it may be
necessary to create even simpler, more specific scales that
are easier to use during training regimes (Colado et al.,
2008; Pincivero et al., 2003). Therefore, the validity
would be required to be constructed on a healthy population first before it can be used by those populations that
find using the current scales to be difficult.
It is well known that in order to measure the construct validity of a new scale for perceived exertion, it is
necessary to correlate the RPE from a criterion scale with
the RPE from a conditional scale (Robertson et al., 2004).
As the OMNI-Resistance Exercise Scale of perceived
exertion with Thera-Band® resistance bands used by
Colado et al. (2012b) is the only specific scale to have
been accepted as a valid perceptual measurement tool due
to the statistically significant correlation between physiological and perceptual variables, it seems that this can be
used as the criterion metric in order to establish construct
validity of a new scale. To establish concurrent validity of
a new scale, criterion or stimulus variables must be correlated with a concurrent or response variable (Lagally and
Robertson, 2006). In addition, any validation of a new
scale should provide information on its effectiveness for
controlling the intensity between different training sessions. In addition it must be sensitive enough to differentially measure RPE from active muscle groups as well as
the overall body where the criterion variables increased
over separate sets of resistance exercise.
Therefore, the purposes of this investigation were
(i) To assess the construct validity of a new perceived
exertion scale for resistance exercises performed with
elastic bands; (ii) To examine the effect of two different
resistance exercise intensities with elastic bands on RPE,
myoelectric activity, and heart rate responses; (iii) To
examine the concurrent validity of the Thera-Band resistance exercise scale for use with elastic bands during
isotonic resistance exercises; and (iv) To determine the
reliability of the session RPE method, using the TheraBand resistance exercise scale, for quantifying resistance
training with elastic bands. It was hypothesized that (i) the
two scales (OMNI-RES EB and Thera-Band® resistance
exercise scale) could be used interchangeably during
resistance exercises with elastic bands; and (ii) that the
ratings of perceived exertion for the active muscles and
overall body would show a positive link with muscular
activation and heart rate during resistance exercises with
elastic bands.

Methods
Experimental design
Borg’s original RPE scales have been modified during the
past several decades in an attempt to apply the scales to
different settings, populations, and exercises (Mays,
2009). Mays et al. (2010) stated that there are few studies
that show evidence of cross-modal application of OMNI
ratings of perceived exertion scales, thus providing the
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justification and necessity for the development of OMNI
scales that differ in the pictorial, numerical and/or verbal
descriptors for specific exercise modes or type of population. Considering this rationale, the Thera-Band perception of exertion scale for resistance training with elastic
bands has five perception levels that range from “Easy” to
“Maximal” (Figure 1b). The use of only five intensity
levels could be more useful for subjects with only limited
resistance training experience (Colado, 2004). Another
new feature of the scale is that the values are exclusively
expressed as words, which could make it more intuitive to
use (Colado and Chulvi, 2008).
a

b

Figure 1. OMNI-Resistance Exercise Scale of perceived
exertion with Thera-Band® resistance bands (a) compared
to Thera-Band resistance exercise scale of perceived exertion
with Thera-Band® resistance bands (b).

According to Mays et al. (2010), for a newly developed RPE scale to be considered a valid metric for use
in clinical and health-fitness settings, response validity
has to be established which is usually provided by concurrent and construct validity. Therefore, the present study
was developed based on these guidelines. Two sets of
each exercise (i.e., lateral and frontal raise) were performed at different intensities (low- and high-intensity
sets), and subjects used both scales to give their ratings of
perceived exertion of active muscles (RPE-AM) and
overall body (RPE-O). To demonstrate the construct validity of the new Thera-Band scale, its values were compared with those obtained with the OMNI-RES EB scale
while performing the two different exercises. To demonstrate the concurrent validity of the new Thera-Band
scale, all dependent variables (EMG, RPE-AM, RPE-O,
and heart rate) were compared for the different intensities.
Subjects
Twenty subjects [12 male and 8 female; 22.00 (±0.76)
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years; 1.77 (±0.03) m; 69.80 (±2.67) kg; 489.24 (±71.16)
min physical activity per week; data expressed as mean
(SEM)] participated in this study. The inclusion criteria
were: (i) 6 months minimum experience of physical activity and (ii) attendance at weight-training class or participating in weight training exercises at least twice a week
for at least 3 weeks before testing. Participants suffering
musculoskeletal pain or any neuromuscular and cardiovascular disorder were excluded from the study. All subjects signed an informed consent form before starting the
protocol. The review board of the institution approved the
study. All procedures applied in this study comply with
the requirements listed in the 1975 Declaration of Helsinki and its amendment in 2008.
Procedure
Each subject took part in a familiarization session and one
measurement session at least 48 hours apart. The subjects
were also advised not to carry out any exhausting activities during the 48 hours prior to each session. The study
was performed in September and all the sessions were
conducted at the same hour of the day. The subjects were
also told not to change their diets and not to consume
stimulants (e.g., caffeine) 4 hours before the sessions. The
subjects were permitted to drink water ad libitum during
the study sessions.
The measurement protocols were always strictly
controlled by the same evaluators, using a digital metronome to ensure that the different exercises and series were
always performed at the same speed. The subjects underwent a standard warm-up in every session. The order in
which the exercises were performed was counterbalanced.
The order in which the different sets were performed
according to their intensity was randomised for the measurement sessions.
Familiarization session
In the first session, the subjects became familiar with the
exercises and the use of the scales. They were instructed
to use the correct technique in both exercises, avoiding
any nonstandard movements and focusing movement
exclusively on the shoulder. In addition, the subjects were
helped to maintain the correct position (and enhance the
reproducibility of the experimental situation) through
appropriate configuration of the measurement area. The
range of movement was set from a position at which the
hand was touching the hip to 900 for both movements.
The exercises were performed using the dominant upper
extremity.
During this session, the grip width with which they
reached their 15 repetition maximum (RM) was determined, taking into account the suggestions of previous
studies (Colado et al., 2012b; Newsam et al., 2005). To do
this, the subjects performed sets of each exercise, adjusting the grip width until they were able to perform 15RM.
During this procedure, the recovery time between series
was 3 minutes.
In order to familiarize themselves with the scales,
the subjects carried out two different protocols, one of
high and one of low intensity, to establish the range of
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values for perceived exertion and how they corresponded
to the ratings on the OMNI-RES EB and Thera-Band
scales. The high-intensity protocol was performed first,
during which the subjects also performed an additional set
of 15 repetitions with the grip width at 100% of their
15RM. At the end of the same protocol, it was explained
that the perceived exertion at that time corresponded to a
rating of “10” on the OMNI-RES EB scale and “Maximal” on the Thera-Band scale. During the low-intensity
protocol, they performed a single repetition with a grip
width that only allowed the elastic band to tighten very
slightly at the end of the range of movement. At the end
of this set, it was explained that the perceived exertion at
that time corresponded to a rating of “0” on the OMNIRES EB scale and “Easy” on the Thera-Band scale.
Experimental sessions
Two identical measurement sessions were carried out to
obtain electromyographic (EMG) recordings, heart rate
data, and RPE while the subjects performed one set of 15
low-intensity repetitions and another of high-intensity
repetitions of each of the exercises. During the lowintensity set, the subjects carried out the exercises with a
grip width of +50% over the width with which they
achieved their 15RM and with the grip identified for the
15RM during the high intensity set. The recovery time
between these sets was 2 minutes. At the end of the concentric phase of the last repetition, the subjects reported
their perceived exertion of the active muscles with both
scales and, immediately after finishing the set, their overall perception using both scales (i.e., a number from the
OMNI-RES EB scale and a letter from the Thera-Band
scale). The reliability of the scale was also tested from
these two identical measurement sessions.
Electromyography recording
Surface electromyographic (SEMG) signals were measured using the Telemyo 900 system (Noraxon USA Inc.,
Scottsdale, AZ, USA). The skin was shaved, abraded and
cleansed with alcohol before placing a disposable bipolar
surface electrode (Noraxon dual electrode, Noraxon USA
Inc., Scottsdale, AZ, USA) over the muscle. Surface electrodes were placed on the following muscle groups: (i)
Pectoralis Major (one third of the distance between the
anterior aspect of the acromion and the xiphoid process);
(ii) Anterior Deltoid (between the lateral border of the
clavicle and the deltoid tuberosity on the humerus); (iii)
Middle Deltoid (3cm below the acromion over the muscle
mass on the lateral upper arm); and (iv) Supraspinatus
(aligned with the midpoint of the scapular spine, 2cm
superiorly).
All signals were acquired at a sampling frequency
of 1 kHz, amplified and converted from analogue to digital. All EMG records (µV) were stored on a hard drive for
later analysis.
To normalize the EMG data, the subjects made an
attempt with the dominant extremity to obtain their maximum isometric voluntary contraction (MIVC) for each of
the exercises. These isometric attempts were performed
with a 450 angle of the glenohumeral joint, following the
same technical principles as in the dynamic exercises.
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Heart rate measurement
Heart rate monitors (Polar FT1, Polar Electro, Tampere,
Finland) were attached around the chests of the subjects
with an elastic band. The reading given by the pulsometer
when the subject performed the 15th repetition of each
series was recorded and stored for later analysis.
Data reduction
All SEMG signal analyses were performed with Matlab
7.0 (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The SEMG
signals related to the isometric exercises were analyzed
using the middle 2s period. On the other hand, the SEMG
signals of the dynamic exercises were analyzed using the
entire fifteenth repetition. All signals were bandpassfiltered at a 20–400 Hz cut-off frequency with a 4th-order
Butterworth filter. SEMG amplitude in the time domain
was quantified using the root mean square (RMS) and
processed every 100 milliseconds. The maximum and
mean RMS amplitudes were selected for every trial. The
data obtained were normalized to the MIVC, and therefore expressed as percentage of the MIVC.
Statistical analyses
Statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS version 17
(SPSS inc., Chicago, IL, USA). All variables were
checked for normality (K-S normality test). Standard
statistical methods were used to obtain the mean as a
measurement of the central trend and the standard error
(SE) as a measurement of dispersion.
The construct validity was determined for overall
and active muscle RPE, using categorical linear regression analysis, with the RPE of the OMNI-RES EB as predictor for the RPE Thera-Band scale. In addition, a mixed
model [Site (2) x Exercise (2) x Intensity (3)] MANOVA
was performed to examine the RPE for the OMNI scale.
Post-hoc analysis with the Bonferroni correction was
performed in the case of significant main or interaction
effects. The Chi Square test (χ2) was applied to examine
the RPE for the Thera-Band scale. The level of significance was set at p ≤ 0.05 prior to Bonferroni correction.
Regarding the concurrent validation, a mixed mod-
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el [muscle group (2) x condition (2)] MANOVA was
performed to determine the effect of the intensity on the
SEMG-related variables for both exercises. Post-hoc
analysis with Bonferroni correction was performed in the
case of significant main or interaction effects. Also, Student t-tests for related samples (two-tailed) were applied
to determine the existence of differences between intensities in heart rate data. Bonferroni correction was applied
to avoid increasing familywise error as several dependent
variables were included in Student t-tests. Wilcoxon test
was applied to determine differences between intensities
in RPE scores. Finally, the reliability of the RPE scores
was checked by means of intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC) and standard error of measurement (SEM). The
level of significance was set at p ≤ 0.05 prior to Bonferroni correction.

Results
Regarding the construct validity, categorical line regression analysis showed that the RPE of the OMNI-RES EB
scale was an excellent predictor for the RPE of the TheraBand scale for active muscles with frontal (r2 = 0.87, SEE
= 0.035) and lateral raise (r2 = 0.87, SEE = 0.018) and
overall body with the frontal (r2 = 0.85, SEE = 0.022) and
lateral raise (r2 = 0.76, SEE = 0.045).
The MANOVA revealed a significant main effect
of the intensity on the RPE of the OMNI-RES EB scale
(F4,35 = 37.62, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.81). Univariate contrast
showed a main effect of the intensity on overall body RPE
(F1.56,59.31 = 55.69, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.59) and active muscles RPE (F1.36,51.76 = 90.73, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.7) of the
OMNI-RES EB scale (Figure 2).
Finally, there was a significant association between
the intensity and the RPE-AM in the frontal raise (χ28 =
29.05, p < 0.001) and the lateral raise (χ28 = 25.09,
p=0.002). There was also a significant association between the intensity and the RPE-O in the frontal raise (χ28
= 16.99, p = 0.03) and the lateral raise (χ28 = 18.54, p =
0.018).

Figure 2. Comparisons between intensities on the OMNI-RES with elastic band scores. The columns represent the mean and the error
bars represent the standard error of the mean. AM = active muscles; O = overall body. * Indicates significant differences (p<0.05) between intensities.
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Figure 3. Comparisons between intensities for muscle activation. The columns represent the mean and the error bars represent the standard error of the mean. * Indicates significant differences (p<0.05) between intensities.

Regarding the concurrent validity, multivariate
contrast revealed that there was a main effect of the intensity in the EMG-related variables in the frontal (F2,34 =
13.69, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.45) and lateral raise (F2,35 =
11.01, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.39) exercises. Univariate analysis shown a significant main effect of the intensity in the
mean RMS (F1,35 = 28.07, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.44) and
maximum RMS (F1,35 = 12.58, p = 0.001, η2p = 0.26) in
the frontal raise exercise. This effect also appeared in the
mean RMS (F1,36 = 17.64, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.33) and
maximum RMS (F1,36 = 19.44, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.35) in
the lateral raise exercise. The results provided by the
planned contrasts are shown in Figure 3.
The RPE scores for active muscles were higher in
the high intensity set than in the low intensity set (z = 3.904, p < 0.001) for the frontal raise. The same results
were found for the lateral raise (z = -3.716, p < 0.001). In
regards to the RPE overall scores, the results show lesser
values in the low intensity test for frontal (z = -3.535, p <
0.001) and lateral (z = -3.779, p < 0.001) raises (Figure
4). Finally, the heart rate in the low intensity test (frontal
raise: 112.6 ± 4.74, lateral raise: 113.05 ± 4.97) was lower
than in the high intensity protocol (frontal raise: 122.45 ±
4.74, lateral raise: 124.0 ± 4.72) for both exercises, frontal
(t19 = 4.43, p<0.001) and lateral (t19 = 6.16, p < 0.001)
raises.
The inter-session reliability analysis shows moderate-good intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for active
muscles (0.67; SEM = 0.62) and overall (0.58; SEM =
0.65) RPE scale scores.

Discussion
The most important finding of this study was that the
Thera-Band resistance scale can be used to monitor inten-

sity when elastic bands are used. This is of great relevance because there is still a need to find valid methods of
monitoring global training intensity during resistance
training (Day et al., 2004), even more so when materials
such as elastic bands are used (Colado and Triplett, 2008).
Thus, this study has validated a new and simplified scale
that favours precise control of exercise intensity during
resistance training with elastic bands.
The findings of this study are in agreement with
certain previous studies that used the OMNI Scale to
assess exertional perceptions during resistance exercises
(Robertson et al., 2003; 2005b). Therefore, a scale with a
new pictorial format has been validated using a concurrent paradigm (Robertson et al., 2005b). The results indicate that there are differences in the physiological (EMG
and heart rate) and perceptual variables in response to
changes in resistance exercise intensity through elastic
band grip width. This reduction in grip width is normally
used with elastic bands as the equivalent to increasing
resistance when training with weight-based devices (Colado and Triplett, 2008). Therefore, these findings are also
consistent with previous studies using Borg scales (i.e., 6–
20, CR-10) that showed RPE increased as a function of
increasing the total weight lifted (Pinciveiro et al., 2001;
Suminski et al., 1997).
In accordance with the hypothesis, the Thera-Band
resistance exercise scale and the OMNI-RES EB scale
obtained validity coefficients for the RPE AM of r2 = 0.87
and ranged from r2 = 0.76 to 0.85 for the RPE O. Thus, if
perceived exertion is high or low on the OMNI-RES EB
scale, it must also be high or low, respectively, on the
Thera-Band resistance exercise scale. As with the present
study, several studies have been carried out to obtain the
construct validity of different scales for different kinds of
exercises, with all of them obtaining validity coefficients
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Figure 4. Ratings of Perceived Exertion Scores. The columns represent the frequency.

in similar relevance to those obtained in the present study
(Lagally and Robertson, 2006; Nakamura et al., 2009;
Utter et al., 2006). With these studies, the Borg 6-20 Scale
was used as the criterion metric, as was the case with the
construct validity of the OMNI Resistance Exercise Scale
(Lagally and Robertson, 2006), OMNI-Kayak RPE Scale
(Nakamura et al., 2009), and Omni Perceived Exertion
Scale for Elliptical Ergometry (Mays et al., 2010). Specifically, the present study examined the construct validity
of the Thera-Band resistance exercise scale using the
OMNI-RES EB scale as the criterion metric.
Gearhart et al. (2002) showed that performing few
maximal repetitions using a heavier weight is perceived to
be more difficult than lifting a comparatively lighter
weight with more repetitions. This finding was also corroborated in the current study, since a set with greater
resistance (shorter grip width) with the associated maximum number of repetitions led the subjects to report a
higher perception of exertion than that obtained when
performing a set with less resistance (longer grip width)
and with the same number of repetitions not associated
with a maximum effort.
We have, therefore, objectively confirmed the validity of the method for prescribing intensity while performing strength exercises with materials where the resistance may not be constant, as is the case with elastic
bands. This methodology follows the suggestions of previous studies (Kraemer et al., 2001; Suminski et al., 1997)
where the number of repetitions was adapted to the training aims and where perceived exertion was used as a
criteria to create a progressive or more exact prescription
of the exercise intensity, having been applied successfully

with different populations in previous studies for the
development of programs with elastic bands and tubes
(Colado et al., 2009; 2010; Colado and Triplett, 2008).
The construct and concurrent validation of our
study has been performed only with the evaluation of two
exercises following the same methodological guidelines
regarding the number of exercises employed and characteristics of previous studies (Colado et al., 2012b; Lagally
et al., 2002; Pincivero et al., 2003; Robertson et al., 2003;
2005b). An advantage of the present study was the use of
two exercises of the upper extremities versus one because
previous studies that examined ratings of perceived exertion during resistance exercise usually have employed one
exercise for upper or lower body (Lagally et al., 2002;
Pincivero et al., 2003; Robertson et al., 2003; 2005b). In
our study, both exercises produced similar scores.
In accordance with other findings (Miller et al.,
2009; Colado et al., 2012b), a reduction in elastic band
grip width was related to an increased heart rate and local
and overall perception of the exertion associated with the
exercise being performed. Therefore, these results could
indicate that this tool could be useful for monitoring heart
rate in populations with cardiovascular disorders (ACSM,
2004; Williams et al., 2007).
In addition, one of the purposes of this investigation was to determine the reliability of the session RPE
method, using the Thera-Band resistance exercise scale,
for quantifying resistance training with elastic bands. The
inter-session reliability analysis shows moderate-good
ICC for active muscles and overall RPE scale scores.
Therefore, the session RPE method of quantifying resistance training using the Thera-Band resistance exercise
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scale was shown to be a reliable measurement tool across
two different elastic band training sessions when the same
training intensity was applied, as was also shown by
Buckley et al. (2000), Day et al. (2004), Buckley et al.
(2009) and Marin et al. (2012) who tested the reliability
of the RPE in different types of exercises and conditions.
Finally, it should be noted that this study is limited
by the fact that it has been carried out on a healthy population with exercises only for the upper limbs. Therefore,
we recommend that any future studies should confirm
these findings with other populations and also include
exercises for the lower limbs, and with even more technically complex exercises (i.e., multi-joint exercises).

Conclusion
The results obtained could be very valuable for researchers, clinicians, and coaches when designing and monitoring resistance-training programs with elastic bands, as
these results suggest that the two scales can be used interchangeably during resistance exercise. Thus, they are
appropriate and valid tools for assessing perceived exertion during this type of exercise. However, it is suggested
that a single scale be selected and used consistently
throughout the training program or individual workout
(Lagally and Robertson, 2006). The good construct validity coefficients obtained in the present study show that the
Thera-Band resistance exercise scale can be used without
reducing the accuracy of the dosage prescribed during
training/rehabilitation sessions and while carrying out
medium and/or long-term periodization programs or
therapeutic interventions. The new scale has a simpler
construct (visual and verbal) than previous ones, meaning
that it could be easier to apply in very different populations and allow us to overcome the limitations that arise in
certain cases when perception of effort is used to monitor
intensity during resistance training (Glass and Stanton,
2004). However, as has been indicated previously, future
studies are needed to apply this new scale on new populations that are different from the subjects employed in our
study.
The findings of this study may have important implications for exercise prescription, as this new scale
showing the use of the Thera-Band resistance exercise
scale with elastic bands can be a useful tool that allows
the stimulus regime to be applied more effectively when
performing strength training with inexpensive and accessible devices such as elastic bands. In this respect, those
populations with specific physical or physiological needs,
where elastic bands are accessible devices that match their
special characteristics, could have access to an easy-touse resource that allows them to carry out their training/rehabilitation programs with greater efficacy and
without any risk to health (Andersen et al., 2010; Colado
et al., 2009; Ellenbecker and Cools, 2010).
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Key points
• This new resistance intensity scale is an appropriate
and valid tool for assessing perceived exertion during strength training with elastic bands.
• This scale can be used without reducing the accuracy of the dosage prescribed during training/rehabilitation sessions and while carrying out
medium and/or long-term periodization programs or
therapeutic interventions.
• Populations with specific physical or physiological
needs could have access to an easy-to-use resource
that allows them to carry out their training/rehabilitation programs with greater efficacy
and without any risk to health.
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